XSRF ConvertCharset VUNERABILITY in PhpMyAdmin 2.11.7

Discovered by: Aung Khant  
Date: July 12, 2008  
Product: PhpMyAdmin 2.11.7 (http://phpmyadmin.net)  
Vulnerability Type: XSRF/CSRF (Cross-site Request Forgery)  
Risk: low-medium  
Threats: Data Corruption

Note:

After listing CSRF requests that can be done in non-privilege mood, I found one possible threat. The Ability to "Modify User Charset" request may corrupt inserted data because data might not be the way the user intends.

Proof-Of-Concept:

```
/phpMyAdmin-2.11.7-english/index.php?convcharset=7bit&collation_connection=binary
```